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Developments in Coastal Water
Quality Monitoring

• Increasing use of automated sensors and
new monitoring platforms is producing a
wealth of water quality data on coastal
waters.

• New and traditional monitoring systems
produce data at widely varying frequencies
and geographic scales using very different
data formats
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The Challenge...

• To integrate these various data sources at
the regional, national and global level to
translate this wealth of data into readily
accessible information for short-term and
long-term management decisions on coastal
water quality.



Examples of Data Integration

• National - NOAA’s NowCoast
• Regional - Chesapeake’s Eyes on the Bay































Integrated Systems for the
Mid-Atlantic

• Mid-Atlantic Coastal Ocean Observing
Regional Association (MACOORA)
– This recently formed organization is planning

to integrate coastal ocean observing for the
Mass - Va. Region.

– Pilot projects and user surveys are being
planned.

– Handouts on MACOORA are available at this
workshop



Benefits for NJ coastal waters

Example:  Better characterization and
understanding of phytoplankton

blooms
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Routine Boat Sampling
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Satellite Remote Sensing



Benefits for NJ coastal waters

Example:  Better characterization and
understanding of important
ecosystem measures such as

dissolved oxygen



Dissolved Oxygen Trends & Patterns



Need better understanding of DO
and its relation to ecosystem

health in ocean waters
• What is the duration of low DO levels?
• What is the geographical extent of areas of

low DO?
• What measurable impacts are there to the

biota?
• New technologies and methods now being

developed will help us to answer these
questions.



Integrating coastal monitoring
systems helps us to better manage

our coastal waters by:

• By providing more complete monitoring
coverage (temporal and spatial)

• By providing the means to better assess
cause and effect relationships

• By allowing us to develop better models of
coastal water quality conditions




